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Mission and Vision:
Empowering students with disabilities to grow into adults with opportunities and to meet the needs of all students to prepare them for lives filled with confidence, deep knowledge, and faith.

Program Description:
The two-year IDEAL certificate program is uniquely designed for students with intellectual or developmental disabilities who want to receive the full college experience to prepare for their future, right alongside their peers. This includes taking classes, eating in the cafeteria, going to sporting and cultural events, and completing on and off-campus internships.

The optional third-year program provides increased opportunities for students to advance independent living skills, including paid employment, living off campus, grocery shopping, cooking, and more!

Agency Needs:
Curriculum and resources for the new and constantly evolving third year program
Resources for task analysis to evaluate and track development of independent living skills
Assistance for third-year students in developing appropriate independent living skills

Project Goals:
- Assist third-year students in developing independent living skills including weekly planning, grocery shopping, cooking, and cleaning
- Assist with education for first and second-year students including health management, cooking, and emotional regulation through an OT standpoint
- Create deliverables, including but not limited to a program manual and visual app guide, for curriculum for the third-year transitional program

Project Outcomes:
1. 90+ page manual compiling resources and curriculum to outline third year objectives and required skills
2. Visual app guide for all IDEAL students to provide resources for task analysis, transportation, shopping, etc.
3. Increased independence and self-efficacy of third-year students
4. Increased knowledge, strategies, and skills of first and second-year students through classroom and hands-on learning
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